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Abstract
Connes’non-commutative geometry (NCG) is a generalization ofRiemannian geometry that is particu-
larly apt for expressing the standardmodel of particle physics coupled toEinstein gravity. In a previous
paper,we suggested a reformulationof this framework that is: (i) simpler andmore uniﬁed in its axioms,
and (ii) allows the Lagrangian for the standardmodel of particle physics (coupled toEinstein gravity) to
be speciﬁed in away that is tighter andmore explanatory than the traditional algorithmbased oneffec-
tiveﬁeld theory.Herewe explain how this same reformulation yields a newperspective on the symme-
tries of a givenNCG.Applying this perspective to theNCG traditionally used to describe the standard
modelweﬁnd, instead, an extensionof the standardmodel by an extra −U (1)B L gauge symmetry, and a
single extra complex scalarﬁeld σ, which is a singlet under × ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y , but has
− =B L 2. Thisﬁeld has cosmological implications, and offers a new solution to the discrepancy
between the observedHiggsmass and theNCGprediction.
Introduction
Connes’non-commutative geometry (NCG) [1, 2] is a generalization of Riemannian geometry which also
provides a particularly apt framework for expressing and geometrically reinterpreting the action for the standard
model of particle physics, coupled to Einstein gravity [3–12] (for an introduction, see [13, 14]). In a recent paper
[15], we suggested a simple reformulation of theNCG framework, and pointed out three key advantages of this
reformulation: (i) it uniﬁesmany of the traditionalNCG axioms into a single, simpler axiom; (ii) it immediately
yields a further generalization, fromnon-commutative to non-associative geometry [16]; and (iii) it resolves a
key problemwith the traditionalNCG construction of the standardmodel, therebymaking theNCG
construction tighter andmore explanatory than the traditional one based on effective ﬁeld theory [17].
Here we report the discovery of three crucial and unexpected consequences of the reformulation in [15]. (i)
First, it yields a newnotion of the natural symmetry associated to any non-commutative space, and the action
functional that lives on that space. (ii) Second, whenwework out the realization of this symmetry for the non-
commutative geometry used to describe the standardmodel of particle physics we ﬁnd that the usual
× ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y gauge symmetry is augmented by an extra −U (1)B L factor. (iii) Third, as a
consequence of this additional gauge symmetry, weﬁnd the standardmodelﬁeld contentmust be augmented by
the following twoﬁelds: a −U (1)B L gauge boson μC , and a single complex scalar ﬁeld σwhich is an
× ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y singlet and has charge − =B L 2.
The scalar ﬁeld σ has important phenomological implications. (i) First, although the traditional NCG
construction of the standardmodel predicted an incorrectHiggsmass ( ≈m 170 GeVh ), several recent works
[18–21] have explained that an additional real singlet scalar ﬁeld σ can resolve this problem, and also restore the
stability of theHiggs vacuum.Our σ ﬁeld, although somewhat different (since it is complex, and charged under
−B L), solves these same two problems for exactly the same reasons (asmay be seen in the −U (1)B L gaugewhere
σ is real). (ii) Furthermore, precisely this ﬁeld content (the standardmodel, extended by a right-handed neutrino
in each generation of fermions, plus a −U (1)B L gauge boson μC , and a complex scalar ﬁeld σ that is a singlet
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under × ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y but carries − =B L 2) has been previously considered [22, 23] because it
provides aminimal extension of the standardmodel that can account for several cosmological phenomena that
may not be accounted for by the standardmodel alone: namely, the existence of darkmatter, the cosmological
matter–antimatter asymmetry, and the scale invariant spectrumof primordial curvature perturbations.
Symmetries inNCG: a newperspective
Before turning toNCG, let us recap three key points about ordinary Einstein gravity. (i) A geometry is speciﬁed
by two pieces of information: amanifold (which speciﬁes the differential topology), and ametric μνg (which
speciﬁes the geometrical information—distances, angles, curvature). (ii) To this geometry, we then assign the
Einstein–Hilbert action ∫=S M x g Rdpl2 4 1 2 . (iii) The symmetries of this theory are the diffeomorphisms of:
automorphisms of the differential topology that leave S invariant. Now let us explain how to recast and extend
these three statements in theNCG context.
(i) In NCG, a geometry is traditionally speciﬁed by a so-called ‘real spectral triple’ γA H D J{ , , , , }, consisting
of a ∗-algebraA, a hermitian operatorD, a hermitian unitary operator γ, and an anti-unitary operator J, all
of which act as operators on aHilbert spaceH and are constrained to satisfy a list of axioms that relate them
to one another (see sections 1 and 2 in [13] for an introduction). Reference [15] shows that these various
elements naturally fuse to form a new algebraB. This reformulation in terms ofB ismore uniﬁed (in the
sense thatmany traditionalNCG axioms then follow from the single requirement thatB is an associative
∗-algebra) andmore general (in the sense that the new formalism continues to cohere evenwhen the
underlying algebras,A andB, are taken to be non-associative). In this generalization of ordinary differential
geometry, we can think ofB as carrying the information about the differential topology, whileD carries the
information about themetric.
(ii) To this geometry, we assign the so-called spectral action Λ= + 〈 ∣ ∣ 〉S f D h D hTr [ ( )] , where Λ is a
constant (with units of energy), f(x) is a function from →  that vanishes sufﬁciently rapidly for ≫x 1,
and h is an arbitrary element ofH (see section 3 in [13] for details)1.
(iii) Nowwewant to characterize the symmetries of this theory, and how those symmetries act on the ﬁelds. Here
we come to this paper’s new contribution: the reformulation in termsofB sheds new light on this issue.
To begin, we brieﬂy recap howB is constructed (for details, see [15]). First, fromA, we generate
Ω Ω Ω Ω= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ …A A A A0 1 2 , the differential graded ∗-algebra of forms overA. Then, fromΩA andH, we
construct the ∗-algebra Ω= ⊕B A H by equipping its elements ω= +b h and ω′ = ′ + ′b h with the product
ω ω ωω ω ω′ = + ′ + ′ = ′ + ′ + ′bb h h h h a( )( ) (1 )
and the anti-automorphism
ω= +b Jh b* * , (1 )
whereωω Ω′ ∈ A is the product inherited fromΩA, whileω ′ ∈h H and ω′ ∈h H are bilinear products that
deﬁne the left-action and right-action ofΩA onH. Notice thatB, likeΩA, is also a graded algebra, wherewemay
think ofH asΩ∞A. (The interesting consequences of this simple observationwill be explained in [25].)
Nowwe can easily characterize the relevant symmetries: as in the Riemannian case, they are the
automorphisms of the differential topology that leave the action invariant. In theNCG context, the
automorphisms of the differential topology are simply the automorphisms of the graded ∗-algebraB—i.e. the
invertible linear transformationsα →B B: that also preserve the grading, product and ∗-operation onB:
α α α α α Ω Ω= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ … →A A a( : ), (2 )n n n0 1 2
α α α′ = ′bb b b b( ) ( ) ( ), (2 )
α α=b b c( *) ( )*. (2 )
The fact that diffeomorphisms are either orientation-preserving or orientation-reversing translates to theNCG
condition thatα Ω Ω→∞ ∞ ∞A A: (i.e.α →∞ H H: ) either commutes or anti-commutes with the orientation γ
1
Herewe havewritten the fermionic action as 〈 ∣ ∣ 〉h D h for simplicity, but the precise formdepends on theKOdimension—see [10] and
section 16.2 in [24].
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α γα γ= ±∞ ∞− d, (2 )1
while the condition that the spectral action is invariant translates to the requirement thatα∞ is unitary
α α=∞ ∞− e. (2 )† 1
Nextwe translate our conditions (2a)–(2e) on the automorphismα = δe into conditions on its inﬁnitessimal
generator, the derivation δ:
δ δ δ δ δ Ω Ω= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ … →A A a( : ), (3 )n n n0 1 2
δ δ δ′ = ′ + ′bb b b b b b( ) ( ) ( ), (3 )
δ δ=b b c( *) ( )*, (3 )
δ γ =∞ d[ , ] 0, (3 )
δ δ= −∞ ∞ e. (3 )†
So far, we have characterized the classical symmetries associated to a givenNCG; thesewill generate the
symmetries of the corresponding classical gauge theory obtained from the spectral action. In order for these
gauge symmetries to remain consistent at the quantum level, theymust also be anomaly free. If δα∞{ }denotes a
basis for the space of all operators δ∞ obtained by satisfying the restrictions (3), then anomaly freedom
corresponds to the additional constraint
γ δ δ δ =α β γ∞ ∞ ∞{ }Tr , 0 (4)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
for any basis elementsδα∞,δ β∞ andδ γ∞—see equation (20.81) in [28]. In contrast to the classical constraints (3),we
donot know if the quantumconstraint (4) has amore fundamental geometric reinterpretation inour formalism.
Application to the standardmodel: I. Symmetries and fermion charges
Let us apply this formalism to theNCG traditionally used to describe the standardmodel of particle physics
(coupled to Einstein gravity). The detailed spectral triple γA H D J{ , , , , } (whichmay be fused into an algebraB)
is reviewed pedagogically in [13]. It is the product of two triples: the canonical Riemannian triple
γA H D J{ , , , , }c c c c c (whichmay be fused into an algebraBc), and the ﬁnite triple γA H D J{ , , , , }F F F F F (whichmay
be fused into an algebraBF). The derivations δ ofBwill involve two types of contributions: those coming from
the derivationsδc ofBc, and those coming from the derivations δF ofBF. Here we focus on the derivationsδF and
their implications. In a subsequent paper [26], we treat the derivationsδc and their implications.
See [15] for a succinct introduction to the ﬁnite spectral triple γA H D J{ , , , , }F F F F F , and the corresponding
associative graded ∗-algebra Ω Ω= ⊕ ⊕ …B A AF F F0 1 .Wewill stick to the notation used there.
Wewould like toﬁnd all symmetries of this geometry. As explained in the previous section, this is done by
ﬁnding all derivations δ →B B: F F satisfying equations (3) and (4). First focus on the subalgebra Ω=A AF F0
and its derivations δ Ω Ω→A A: F F0 0 0 : sinceΩ AF0 is aﬁnite-dimensional semi-simple associative ∗-algebra, its
general derivation is given by δ = −L Ra a0 [27], where = −a a* is any anti-hermitian element ofAF, and La and
Ra denote, respectively, the left-action and right-action of a: ω ω=L aa , ω ω=R aa .We can extend this to a
derivation onBF by taking δ = −L Rn a a (for all = …n 0, 1, 2, ). To display these derivationsmore explicitly, let
us denote an element of the algebra = ⊕ ⊕  A M ( )F 3 by λ=a q m( , , ), where λ ∈  is a complex
number, ∈ q is a quaternion, and ∈ m M ( )3 is a 3 × 3 complexmatrix.We can split the anti-hermitian
elements ofAF into 3 pieces: namely (i) λ μ= a ( , 0, )1 3 , where λ ∈  and μ ∈  are pure imaginary and 3 is the
3× 3 identitymatrix, (ii) =a q(0, , 0)2 , where q is a general anti-hermitian 2 × 2matrix, and (iii)
=a m(0, 0, ),3 wherem is a general traceless anti-hermitian 3× 3matrix. Demanding that the corresponding
symmetry generators δ = −∞ L Ri a a( ) i i are anomaly free (4) yields the additional restriction μ λ= − 3. Theδ∞i( )
are block diagonal; if, following [15], we label the subspaces ofHF as L Q L Q L Q L Q{ , , , , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ }R R L L R R L L , the
blocks are
δ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗∞    { }y y y y y y y y a, , , , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , (5 )Rl Rq Ll Lq Rl Rq Ll Lq(1) ( ) ( ) 3 ( ) ( ) 3 ( ) ( ) 3 ( ) ( ) 3
δ = ⊗ ⊗∞  { }q q q q b0, 0, , , 0, 0, ¯, ¯ , (5 )(2) 3 3
δ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗∞    { }m m m m c0, , 0, , 0, ¯ , 0, ¯ , (5 )(3) 2 2 2 2
3
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In otherwords, from the derivations δ = −L Rn a a weprecisely obtain the generators δ∞(1) ,δ∞(2) andδ∞(3) of the
familiar standardmodel gauge group × ×U SU SU(1) (2) (3)Y L C, with the right- and left-handed leptons and
quarks transforming in their familiar representations.
Butδ = −L Rn a a is not themost general possible extension ofδ = −L Ra a0 ; more generally, we can take
δ = − +L R Tn a a n, where the linear operatorsTnmay be non-zero for ⩾n 1, as long as they satisfy
Ω Ω→T A A a: , (7 )m m F m F
ω ω ω ω ω ω= ++T T T b( ) ( ) ( ), (7 )m n m n m m n m n n
ω ω=( ) ( )T T c* *, (7 )m m m m
γ =∞T d[ , ] 0, (7 )
= −∞ ∞T T e, (7 )†
for anyω Ω∈ Am m F andω Ω∈ An n F . If we specialize to the case = = ∞m n( 0, )or = ∞ =m n( , 0) 2, and use
the fact that =T 00 , equations (7b) and (7c) become
= =∞ ∞T L T R b[ , ] [ , ] 0, (7 )a a
=∞T J c[ , ] 0, (7 )F
where La andRadenote the left or right actionof any element ∈a AF onH. It is straightforward to check that the
most generalmatrixδ =∞ ∞T which satisﬁes the constraints (7) alongwith the anomaly constraint (4) is diagonal,
and givenby a general linear combination of the hypercharge generatorδ∞(1) (5a) and another generator
δ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗∞ ′    { }x x x x x x x x, , , , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , ¯ , (8)l q l q l q l q(1) 3 3 3 3
where
= − − =( )x xi 1 00 1 , i
1
3
0
0
1
3
. (9)l q
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
Thisδ∞ ′(1) generates an extraU (1) symmetry: it is nothing but −U (1)B L (baryonminus lepton number). The full
gauge symmetry associated to the algebraBF is thus × × × −SU SU U U(3) (2) (1) (1)C L Y B L.
Application to the standardmodel: II. Bosonicﬁelds and charges
Under an automorphismα →B B: , theDirac operator →D H H: must transform covariantly:
α α δ→ ′ = ≈ −∞ ∞− ∞D D D D D[ , ]1 . As in ordinary gauge theory, by inspecting the ﬂuctuation term δ∞D[ , ], we
can read off the ‘connection’ termswhichmust be added toD in order tomake it covariant. In this paper, δ∞
meansδ∞ x( )F, (as explained above, this paper focuses on the derivations δF ofBF obtained in the previous
section, while the derivationsδc ofBc, which relate to local Lorentz invariance, are treated in a subsequent paper
[26]). TheDirac operatorD on the product space is the sumof two terms, γ= ⊗ + ⊗D D Dc F c F , where
γ= μ μDc is the ordinary curved spaceDirac operator, whileDF is aﬁnite dimensional Hermitianmatrix (see
[13]); thus itsﬂuctuation has two terms aswell:
2
These are the two cases that yield a non-trivial constraint on ∞T , while the remaining cases end up constraining the otherTm (withﬁnitem).
Aswe shall see in the next section, sinceD (the object that ultimately appears in the action) is an operator onΩ =∞A H , it is only the δ∞ part
of the derivation δ that contributes toDʼsﬂuctuations, while theδm with ﬁnitem donot contribute. Thus, for our purposes (determining the
ﬂuctuations ofD, and hence inferring the physical particle content and the symmetries of the action) it sufﬁces to determine ∞T .
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δ δ γ δ= ⊗ + ⊗∞ ∞ ∞D D D, , , . (10)c F c F⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Although itmay be expressed in unfamiliar notation, theﬁrst (Dc) term on the right-hand side of (10) is nothing
but the familiar term that, in ordinary gauge theory, forces one to introduce a gaugeﬁeld μA
a corresponding to
each generator ta of the gauge group (in this case, × × × −SU SU U U(3) (2) (1) (1)C L Y B L) in order tomake
the derivatives transform covariantly (see [13] formore details). In an analogousway, the second (DF) termon
the right-hand side of (10) forces us to add extra ﬁelds; but, whereas the ﬁrst term involves the regular curved
spaceDirac operator γ= μ μDc , and thus inducesﬁelds γ μ μA with a spacetime index μ, the second term involves
theﬁnitematrixDF, with no spacetime index, and thus inducesﬁelds with no spacetime index—i.e. scalar ﬁelds
(again, see [13]). This is one of themost important advantages of Connes’ approach: the gaugeﬁelds and scalar
ﬁelds and their properties emerge hand in hand, from a single formula, as an inevitable consequence of
covariance (in constrast to the standard approach, where the gaugeﬁelds and their properties emerge this way,
but the scalarﬁelds and their properties do not, andmust instead just be added to the theory by hand). Let us
now compute theDF term in (10) and inspect the result.
As explained in [15], there are only fourmatricesDF compatible with the associative algebraBF. The one
which is relevant to describing the standardmodel is given (in the basis L Q L Q L Q L Q{ , , , , , , , }R R L L R R L L ) by
=D
Y m
Y
Y
Y
m Y
Y
Y
Y
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, (11)F
l
q
l
q
l
T
q
T
l
q
† †
†
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
whereYl andYq are arbitrary 2×2matrices that act on thedoublet indices in the lepton andquark sectors,
respectively, =m Mdiag{ , 0} is 2× 2diagonal, and for brevitywehavewrittenYq in place of ⊗ Yq 3. Thus, ifwe
calculate theﬂuctuation γ δ→ ′ ≈ − ⊗ ∞D D D D[ , ]c F , whereδ δ δ δ α δ= + + +∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ′x x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(3) (2) (1) (1) ,
weﬁndYl,Yq andm transformas
′ = − +λ ( ) ( )Y Y Y q x q x Y a, (12 )l l l l
′ = − +λ ( ) ( )Y Y Y q x q x Y b, (12 )q q q q
α′ = +m m x m c2i ( ) , (12 )
where λ λ=λq x x x( ) diag{ ( ), ( )}. From this, we read off that, tomakeD covariant,Yl andYq andmmust be
promoted toﬁelds
ϕ ψ
ϕ ψ
ϕ ψ
ϕ ψ→ →
ν
ν
Y
Y Y
Y Y
Y
Y Y
Y Y
, , (13)l
e
e
q
u d
u d
1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
and σ→m diag{ , 0}, where φ φx x{ ( ), ( )}1 2 and ψ ψx x{ ( ), ( )}1 2 are scalar ﬁelds that transform asSU (2)L
doublets, with hypercharge = +y 1 2 and = −y 1 2, respectively, andσ x( ) transformswith charge +2 under
−U (1)B L, but is a singlet under × ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y . Finally, as explained in [15], one can choose the
embedding of in so that ψ ψ φ φ= −{ , } { ¯ , ¯ }1 2 2 1 ; in this way, instead of obtaining a 2-Higgs doubletmodel, one
obtains a singleHiggs doublet φ φ{ , }1 2 .
Discussion
In our previous paper [15], we found a reformulation ofNCG that simpliﬁed and uniﬁed themathematical
axiomswhile, at the same time, resolving a problemwith theNCG construction of the standardmodel
Lagrangian, by precisely eliminating 7 termswhich had previously been problematic. In this paper, we show that
this same reformulation leads to a newperspective on the gauge symmetries associated to a givenNCG,
uncovering some that were previouslymissed. In particular, whenwe apply our formalism to theNCG
traditionally used to describe the standardmodel of particle physics, weﬁnd a new −U (1)B L gauge symmetry
(and, correspondingly, a new −B L gauge boson). This, in turn, implies the existence of a new complexHiggs
ﬁeld σ that is a singlet under × ×SU SU U(3) (2) (1)C L Y but transformswith charge +2 under −U (1)B L, allowing
5
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it to form amajorana-like Yukawa couplingσν νR Rwith two right-handed neutrinos (so that, if it obtains a large
VEV, it induces see-sawmasses for the neutrinos). It is striking, on the one hand, that this precise extension of
the standardmodel has been previously considered in the literature [22, 23] on the basis of its cosmological
advantages; and, on the other hand, that the newﬁeld σ can resolve a previous discrepancy between the observed
Higgsmass and theNCGprediction [18–21].Note that in the previousworks [18–21]which introduced the σ
ﬁeld for this purpose, it was a realﬁeld, and a gauge singlet. By contrast, from the perspective presented here, the
fact that σ is complex, and transforms under −U (1)B L, is the key to its existence: had it been real, it would not
have been induced by the covariance argument of the previous section.
It is important to carefully reconsider the phenomenological and cosmological implications of the standard
model extensionwhichwe have landed on here, especially in light of the extra constraints imposed by the
spectral action. This is an exciting topic for futurework.
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